PATRONS OF PAST EDITION (a selection)
Under the auspices of the Secretary General
Council of Europe, Mr Terry Davis
Ministero degli Affari Esteri
ICCROM
UIA - International Union of Architects
IPOPAE - Int. Public Organization for Promoting Architectural Education, Russia
Conferenza dei Rettori delle Università Italiane
CNAPPC - Consiglio Nazionale degli Architetti PPC
ICOMOS Italian Committee
UNESCO Commissione Nazionale Italiana
Regione Toscana
Provincia di Firenze
Comune di Firenze
Università degli Studi di Firenze
Collegio degli Ingegneri della Toscana
International University of the Arts, Florence
Russian Academy of Architecture and Construction Sciences

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
André De Naeyer, College of Design Sciences Henry vande Velde - Belgium
Valter Caidana, Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie, São Paulo - Brazil
Circe Gama Monteiro, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Recife - Brazil
Guo Zhan, Vice-President ICOMOS
Lu Pinjing, Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing - China
Wu Hwa, Tsinghua University, Beijing - China
Bohumil Fanta, CTU Czech Technical University, Prague - Czech Rep.
Balázs Balogh, Budapest University of Technology and Economics - Hungary
Mounir Bouchenaki, Director General ICCROM
Vito Cappellini, University of Florence - Italy
Patrizia Falzone, University of Genoa Faculty of Architecture - Italy
Francesco Gurreri, Florence International University of Art - Italy
Tatiana Kirova, Politecnical School of Turin - Italy
Eduardo Malagigi, Academy of Fine Arts of Florence - Italy
Emma Mandelli, University of Florence - Italy
Adolfo Natalini, Studio Natalini Architetti, Florence - Italy
Michele Piccini, Studio Archiplan, Florence - Italy
Gennaro Tampone, Collegio degli Ingegneri della Toscana - Italy
Luigi Zangheri, University of Florence - Italy
Yasuo Watanabe, Interstudio, Pesaro - Italy and Tokyo - Japan
Akira Kuryu, Akira Kuryu Architects & Associated, Tokyo - Japan
Andrzej Kadluczka, Cracow Technical University - Poland
Jerzy Jasienko, Wroclaw Technical University - Poland
Jan Pamula, Academy of Fine Arts Cracow - Poland
Andrzej Tomaszewski, Warsaw Technical University - Poland
Stefan Wrona, University of Technology Faculty of Architecture, Warsaw - Poland
Alexander Kudryavtsev, Acc. of Architectural and Construction Sciences - Russia
Valery Nefedov, St. Petersburg Technical University - Russia
Milan Prodanovic, University of Novi Sad - Serbia
Martin Drahovsky, Union of Slovakian Architects, Slovakia
Eva Kratlova, Slovak Technical University, Bratislava - Slovakia
Angela Garcia Codoner, Valencia Technical University - Spain
Wan-Lee Cheng, Chung Yuan Christian University, Chung-Li - Taiwan
Tetyana Sergeyeva, Kharkov State Technical University - Ukraine
Gustavo Araoz, ICOMOS - USA
Ricardo Gomes, San Francisco State University, California - USA
Ray Hutchison, Green Bay University, Wisconsin - USA

ORGANIZING SECRETARIAT
Promo Florence Events, Fly Events Srl
Palazzo Coppini, Via del Giglio 10, 50123 Firenze
www.florence-expo.com; info@florence-expo.com

Degree & Profession

Virtual Thesis Expo & Awards
Upload your thesis and be part of the international showcase

International Festivals
Join to display your thesis and to connect with the professional world

Florence World Festival
February 16-18, 2011

Regionals 2010, Festivals around the world: Georgia, Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, Argentina, Kazakhstan, Poland, and more
Virtual Thesis Expo and International Awards

The EXPO offers you the opportunity to upload your degree or Master’s thesis on the online database and showcase your skills to professionals worldwide, allowing you to gain international visibility.

Upload your thesis and win numerous prizes

The Virtual Thesis Expo is open to graduates from all fields of study to facilitate the interaction between different disciplines.

All the projects enrolled in 2010 have the opportunity to win various prizes, valued at over € 4.000,00.

Participants may also choose to display their projects in Florence and present them to an international audience.

International Festivals around the world

The FESTIVALS give you the opportunity to exchange ideas with leaders in your field, present your thesis and enhance your resume by attending workshops and testimonies featuring renowned professionals.

Present your thesis and win the “Life Beyond Tourism®” Award

Join the international festivals:
• Florence World Festival
  February 16-18, 2011

Regionals 2010: Festivals around the world
• Tbilisi - Georgia
• Odessa - Ukraine
• Bishkek - Kyrgyzstan
• Kharkov/Sympereophol - Ukraine
• Buenos Aires - Argentina
...and many more to come!

YOUR FUTURE IS A CLICK AWAY!
www.florence-expo.com

Information, regulations and application forms are available on the official web site.